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* Nice Charts require clear photos of your hands.  Photos must be in focus,  high 
quality digital scans or photos. 

* If you are going to frame your Hand Chart, please ensure that the background of 
your photo is something that you wish to be framed as well. 

*  Please send a photo of your weak hand for a fortune hand charting. 

* If you are ambidextrous, send a photo of the hand you write with.  If you write with 
both hands, send a photo of the hand which you rely on most in sports, (shoot 
basketball with, swing at baseballs with, throw with, serve volleyballs with, etc).   

* When sending in both hands, please mark the photo or label the files with “right 
hand” and “left hand” and include which hand is your weak hand. 

* Queries about injuries or specific markings must be clearly communicated before 
evaluations begin, otherwise Rann’s intuitive mapping will be delivered. 

* Charts are individually personalized and is entirely generated by Rann Goldrich. 

Please email the Oneness Is Everything Team with your photo(s):  
info@OnenessIsEverything.com

Palmistry Charts 
by Rann Goldrich 

The mp3s that you have purchased are for personal use only, and  are not designed to be shared with others whether 
personally or professionally.  Oneness is Everything classes, mp3s and digital activators are coded to operate for purchasers 
or intended giftees only.  The energies within activations and recordings may be palpable when perceived by others, but the 
energy will be activating purchasers or giftees' bodies in integrity.  In addition, all digital products provided by Rann Goldrich 

and Oneness Is Everything are coded to rebound in an augmented capacity when dishonestly duplicated and/or shared 
digitally and energetically.  This is an energetic copyright which is designed with the advocation for integrity of work and action 

in mind.  Please visit this page for more information about the Oneness Is Everything energetic copyright .
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